TO: Rhode Island House Judiciary Committee, Chair Robert E. Craven, Sr., Vice Chairs Carol Hagan McEntee & Jason Knight, and Distinguished Committee Members
FROM: Marci Hamilton, Esq. & Kathryn Robb, Esq.
RE: Testimony in Support of H5387: Relating to Marriage of Minors
DATE: February 22, 2021

Dear Chairman Craven, Vice Chairs McEntee & Knight, and members of House Judiciary Committee,

Thank you for allowing us, Professor Marci Hamilton of CHILD USA and Kathryn Robb of CHILD USAdvocacy, to submit testimony regarding H5387, which will eliminate dangerous exceptions to the minimum age requirement and keeps the marriage age at 18. This legislation, if passed, would place Rhode Island in the top five states for protecting children from the trauma of underage marriage.

By way of introduction, Marci Hamilton is the Founder, CEO, and Legal Director of CHILD USA, an interdisciplinary think tank dedicated to the prevention of child abuse and neglect at the University of Pennsylvania, where she is a Professor in the Fels Institute of Government. She authored Justice Denied: What America Must Do to Protect Its Children (Cambridge University Press 2008, 2012), which makes the case for statute of limitations (SOL) reform in the child sex abuse arena, and is the leading expert on the history and constitutionality of SOL reform.

CHILD USA is the leading nonprofit think tank dedicated to the prevention of child abuse and neglect. It is also the leader in the field of SOL reform, as well as other cutting-edge issues related to child protection, like child marriage.

Kathryn Robb is the Executive Director of CHILD USAdvocacy, a 501(c)(4) advocacy organization dedicated to protecting children’s civil liberties and keeping children safe from abuse and neglect. CHILD USAdvocacy draws on the combined expertise of the nation’s leading experts and child advocates, specifically its sister organization, CHILD USA.

Child marriage is a global problem. It is defined as marriage of a child under age 18, and is a far more common practice than many believe. Worldwide estimates suggest that at least 650,000,000
million girls and women alive today had been married as children.¹ This equates to roughly 15 million girls being married each year—before they are 18.

Child marriage is a gendered practice, negatively affecting women far more than men. It is most common in religious, impoverished, or otherwise marginalized communities. The practice is often used to aid in the cover up statutory rape or assault. At majority of the states have laws permitting marriage as a defense to statutory rape.² In Rhode Island, statutory rape laws do not apply to married couples, allowing marriage to act as an affirmative defense to rape of a child. In order to protect children and secure their futures, the practice of child marriage must be outlawed.

There is a common misconception that child marriage is not a problem in developed countries like the United States, but at least 200,000 children were married here between 2000-15.³ The practice is gendered; 87% of the 200,000 were female. Nearly every state permits child marriage in some form.⁴ In fact, only four states have banned child marriage outright, Delaware (May 2018), the first state to ban the practice, New Jersey (June 2018), Pennsylvania (May 2020), and Minnesota (May 2020). More than half of the states permit child marriage with either parental or judicial consent. Other states have religious or pregnancy exceptions, permitting the practice to continue.

Women and girls who are married before reaching adulthood are far more likely to experience physical or sexual violence than those who marry as adults and are far more likely to believe that domestic violence is justified,⁵ and are at a higher risk for sexually transmitted diseases and infections, more general health issues, and nutritional deficiencies.⁶ The negative consequences extend beyond simply the children forced into marriage—the “infant mortality rate is 60% higher” for mothers under 18.⁷ When young girls are married, they tend to have children earlier, leading to increase of complications during pregnancy and childbirth for the mother, as well as increased risks for the child.⁸

³ Id. (according to its study of 41 states; the remaining 9 states did not provide data; the number is likely higher).
⁷ Id.
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Child marriage leads to unhealthy isolation for children as well as both educational disadvantage and higher rates of poverty. While child marriage is most common in conservative religious communities and poor rural areas, men and women married as children remain a hidden population. As such, there is insufficient data available to show the true breadth and scope of the problem. More research must be done to better protect children.

Early marriage increases an adolescent’s likelihood of descending into poverty when compared to an individual married in adulthood, as well as the likelihood of separation or divorce. Recognizing these dangers, which are just as real in the U.S. as they are internationally, there is a growing national and international trend to limit or completely ban the practice of child marriage.

For those who believe that child marriage is not a problem in the United States, countless and horrifying tales regarding the practice prove otherwise. In Utah, two men in their mid-thirties married one another’s seven- and eight-year-old daughters. The marriages were only discovered when an ex-wife of one of the men contacted law enforcement with allegations of kidnapping. The young girls were discovered freezing and stuffed into water barrels, where they had been placed to avoid law enforcement. According to Frontline data, in Alabama, a 14-year-

---

10 Hamilton supra note 3.
old girl was married to a 74-year-old man, a sixty-year age gap. Young children are frequently brought across state lines to help facilitate child marriage. A well-known example is that of an Idahoan father who brought his 14-year-old daughter to Missouri to be married to a man 10 years her senior; the man was later convicted of raping his young wife.

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”) is an international human rights treaty covering child-specific rights. Specifically, the CRC requires that adults act in the best interests of children when making decisions that may affect children. The CRC recommends setting a mandatory minimum age for marriage at 18, applicable to both genders.

Notably, the United States is the only country that has not ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. This means that countries like Bangladesh (child marriage rate of at least 52%); Argentina (nearly 350,000 children currently married or participating in conjugal cohabitation); and Zimbabwe (child marriage rate of roughly 33% for girls, with nearly 20% of the whole married before age 15), must work to limit the practice of child marriage. Because the U.S. is not a signatory to the CRC, it is up to individual states to ensure the safety of their children, following the example set by Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota and banning child marriage. We commend you for recognizing this and taking up this charge on behalf of Rhode Island’s children.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of assistance on this or any other child protection issues.

Sincerely,

Marci A. Hamilton, Esq.
Robert A. Fox Professor of Practice
Senior Resident Fellow, Program for Research on Religion
University of Pennsylvania
marchh@sas.upenn.edu
(215)353-8984

Kathryn Robb, Esq.
Executive Director
CHILD USAAdvocacy
3508 Market St., Suite 201
Philadelphia, PA 19104

13 APNEWS.COM, Father who had daughter marry her rapist sentenced to jail, (May 31, 2016) available at https://apnews.com/article/4fe38d09aad4a8e98f73b3d4af9a5f2